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This slide set is for private use only. 
 

It is similar to the one  
shown by Prof. Piller during the event. 

It lacks some slides and most pictures, but 
should provide you the opportunity to review the 

messages delivered during the presentation. 



Today’s positions 

 Head of RWTH Technology & Innovation Management Group and full (tenured) professor of 
management at TIME Research Area at RWTH Aachen University 

 Academic Director of RWTH Executive MBA, offered by RWTH Aachen & Fraunhofer Gesellschaft 

 Co-Founder and Co-Director of the MIT Smart Customization Group, MIT Media Lab, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 

Past positions 

 Research Fellowship at the MIT Sloan School of Management, Innovation Management Group, Mass. Institute 
of Technology, Cambridge, MA (2004-2007) 

 Assistant / Associate Professor in Management and Habilitation on Customer Co-Creation at TUM Business 
School, Munich (1999-2004) 

 Ph.D. in Operations Management with focus on Mass Customization, University of Wuerzburg (1995-1999) 

Current Research Interests and Expertise 

 Strategies for Customer-Centric Value Creation, like mass customization, innovation co-creation, additive 
manufacturing, managing the frontend of innovation 

 Open Innovation, i.e. technology transfer, R&D partnership models, crowdsourcing 

 Managing Disruptive Business Model Innovation and supporting organizational structures and cultures (especially 
facilitated by Industrie 4.0 and Digital Transformation) 

Entrepreneurial Activities 

 Co-Founder, Investor, and/or Member of Board of Directors of several companies, including Competivation 
(innovation consultancy) ThinkConsult (process management and concept testing), MVM.com (personalization 
and virtual models), Hyve AG (customer co-creation), Dialego AG (innovative online market research), Corpus-e 
AG (low-cost high-quality 3D body scanning and “best fit” solutions for eCommerce), DOOB AG (3D printing and 
3D modelling) 

 Real life achievements:  Only German in “Top50 Profs on Twitter” list; Kloutscore >60;  
Google Scholar Citations >8500 

Who’s talking? Frank Piller 

More info: frankpiller.com 
Follow me on Twitter: @masscustom 
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Let’s start with an innovation  
by a dinosaur End-Up: = an established market leader with a long  

and proud history of innovation 





https://youtu.be/NMacTuHPWFI 

https://youtu.be/NMacTuHPWFI


Why will one win and the other loose? 

An integrated,  
isolated product 

A service („App“) as part 
of an existing platform 



Platforms (business ecosystems) 
beat products every single time. 
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The same is happening in the car 

9 



Source. CB Inisights, June 2015 10 

From on-demand repair to vehicle-to-vehicle communication:  
Digital startups try to unbundle the car 



IoT 

Internet of Threats? 
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Digital, platform-based business models 
(business ecosystems, two-sided 

markets) are a core driver  
of disruption today.  
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Disruption 



An Innovation can have three outcomes (Christensen, 2014) 

Performance improving ("sustaining") innovation: 
Substituting or complementing existing products by a new 
one (this can be based on a radical technology shift). 
Moving from Golf 6 to Golf 7; a new power train technology 

Efficiency improving innovation (process innovation): 
Offering the same to the same customers at lower prices 
(or higher margins) („low-end disruptions").   
Walmart’s supply chain; "just in time" by Toyota 

Market creating innovation (disruptive business model 
innovation): Transformation of existing (often complex, 
expensive) solutions in such a radical way that a new market 
is being created (with a new class of customers). In most 
cases, the marriage of a cost-saving technology with a new 
business model. Uber; free-flow car sharing 
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A Core Source of Disruption: 
 

“Digitalization” 

“Digital Transformation” 

“Industrie 4.0 (I40)” 

“The (Industrial) Internet of Things (IoT)” 
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Industrie 4.0 characterizes the 4th industrial revolution: After mechanization, electrification, 
and computerization, networking today is driving economic development 

Source: SAP AG 

 



All this is based on a well-known effect 
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18 Source. PC World, 2007. http://www.pcworld.com/artice/2038207/ 

Digitalization etc. is still very much driven by Moore‘s Law 



“Idea of exponential growth — in the 
computing power of machines, in the amount of 
digital information that is being created and in 
the number of relatively cheap devices that are 
continually talking to each other.  
 
When these numbers doubled every year or 
two in the early days of the computer 
revolution, the results, while impressive, were 
still within our ability to imagine.  
 
But now that the numbers are so staggeringly 
large, [so] that machines can finally do things 
once considered possible only in the realm 
of science fiction.” 

Moore‘s law 

Power law 

The 2nd half  
of the  
chessboard 

Brynjolfsson & McAffee: Moore‘s Law still is very much alive (in ist 
principle) – and driving competition and market dynamics 
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And what do we do  
with all this capacity? 
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What is the „job“  
of this innovation? 

(Do we really need this?) 
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But: The pacifier becomes  
an open platform …  

expect 100s of baby apps  



The current Digital Transformation 
demands firms of all industries  
to better cope with disruption 
(think of supermarkets versus the Amazon Button) 



So what is the problem? 
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The average age of an U.S. company: 42 

 

Established companies generally*  
fail when reacting on a disruptive 

innovation in their industry. 
 

 

 

 
*But there are exceptions. Many of them are German Mittelstand. 
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Current realities drive our thinking about the business model of the future 

28 Source: Based on Bauerhansl / Wieselhuber & Partner, 2014 

 

What are we selling to whom? 

 

 

 

 

 

How do I organize the value creation of 

this offering so that I have a beyond-

average profit in the end? 

YOUR COMPANY HERE 

For example … 
 > 100 years 
 largest employer in  

the region 
 … 

For example … 
 Known competitors 
 Potentially new competitors  

from different region 
 Potentially new competitors 

for different industries 
 … 

Corporate history 

Our picture of the future? 

Competition 

dynamics 

Our assumptions about 

change 

How will our market 
look in ten years? 

If the market will be like this in 
the future … what do we have 
to start doing today? 



Firms need to master two distinct challenges at the same time 

Strengthening and extending 
the core 

Creating the new 

New business 
(EXPLORATION) 

Established business 
(EXPLOITATION) 

29 
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The fundamental problem of managing 
innovation on a corporate level: 

Balancing Short-Term Profitability  
with Long-Term Sustainability 



How to deal with disruption? 



Reactive Strategies 

Proactive Strategies 
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Reactive Strategies to cope with disruption 
 

(a) Wait and Double up: Executed by Microsoft several times 
successfully: Only when they are certain that a new technology 
(WebBrowser, Cloud, Gaming) will become a core technology, 
Microsoft rapidly places huge resources into developing its take on 
this technology. 
 

(b) Wait and Buy up: The typical pattern executed by many companies 
who acquire startups mastering a disruptive technology. Example: 
Consortium of automotive companies buying Nokia’s Navigation 
technology 
 

(c) Wait and Give up: Going down gracefully (perhaps Kodak did the 
right thing; same Cisco with the “Flip” video camera). 

Building on Gans: Disruption, MIT Press 2016 
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Reactive approaches (waiting) are  
like a real option (they buy time  

to react better under a situation of 
more complete information) 

Building on Gans: Disruption, MIT Press 2016 



Reactive Strategies 

Proactive Strategies 
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(d) Self-disruption 

Building on Gans: Disruption, MIT Press 2016 
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Problem of the “self disruption” approach:  
 

Replacement effects; same ownership and  
fight to use established resources in an asymmetric way  

(the old ambidexterity issue), difficult to execute! 
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(e) Create a separate and 
independent (innovation) unit  

Building on Gans: Disruption, MIT Press 2016 
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If you have a corporate 
innovation lab, I predict it will fail 

(when measured with hard 
performance criteria) 
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Gap Gemini Consulting: 
“As many as 80-90 percent  

of all innovation centers fail” 
(even if I believe that they still  

provide value on the level of  
culture and leadership) 
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What we need is a separate  
and independent (innovation) 
unit with realization capability 

Building on Gans: Disruption, MIT Press 2016 
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(f) Building integration capability 

Building on Gans: Disruption, MIT Press 2016 
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Integration capability 

 
Using internal capabilities to create new connections  

based on old linkages in the organization:   
 

Invest in integrated structures that embed architectural 
knowledge in as many people of your company as possible, 

allow knowledge to continuously evolve and change.  
 

And execute this continuously and with high ambition. 
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49 
Source: http://uk.businessinsider.com/theres-a-huge-gap-between-what-google-is-doing-with-driverless-cars-and-everybody-else-2015-10?r=US&IR=T 

"OK, Google, what you're doing is cool, but we can 
start bringing self-driving cars to market now 

(“cruise control 4.0”) and not wait for a radically 
different future." 

“We disrupt you with a car from a future that hasn't 
yet arrived -- and perhaps won't for decades. But 

who cares, as this is a future in which the 
automobile is merely a node in a transportation 

matrix, managed by powerful technology.”  

Two technology strategies for the driverless car 

Reverse engineering the future Utilizing Integration Capability 



And so Detroit may beat Silicon Valley 
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Proactive strategies to cope with disruption 
 
(d) Self-disruption: Cannibalizing a firm’s existing products while those are 

still doing well (Examples: Apple cannibalizing its labtops with tablets; 
New York Times cannibalizing its Print paper with digital editions). 

 
(e) Create a separate and independent innovation unit to sense / invent / 

own disruptive technologies at the first place. Followed by many firms 
creating “innovation labs”. Example: Daimler with its broad move 
towards mobility services with Moovel/Car-to-Go. 

 
(f) Building integration capability: Using internal capabilities to create 

new connections based on old linkages in the organization: Invest in 
integrated structures that embed architectural knowledge in the minds of 
as many employees as possible, allow knowledge to continuously evolve 
and change. Change decision making style. Execute fast! 

Building on Gans: Disruption, MIT Press 2016 
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Proactive approaches, especially 
building integration capability, 

are like an insurance policy 

Building on Gans: Disruption, MIT Press 2016 



 

An insurance …  
 

… comes with a premium to be paid. 
 

In our case: Sacrificing short-term competitiveness  
and market leadership for long term survival.  

 

A dilemma of trading …   
… profitability versus sustainability 

… leading pioneering role versus follower position 
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Our research at RWTH TIME and the RWTH Invention Center 
strives to understand these integration capabilities better: 
 

 Effectual decision making, bringing the lean startup into 
established organizations 

 Business experimentation and agile, highly-iterative decision 
making; design thinking 

 Open innovation and absorptive capacity 

 Business model innovation capability 

 Knowledge management, organizational forgetting 

 Financing disruption, crowdfunding, … 

 Creating a cultural shift, corporate mindset, … 
 

Co-create this research with us! 
(www.invention-center.de) 
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(1) Open innovation is a core measure  
to provide technical competences,  
and also business opportunities,  

not available internally but 
complementing existing capabilities 



GE’s Garages Initiative: Complement internal integration capability 
with external input 



One GE project is an open development community for Home 
Appliances, FirstBuild: The idea is to efficiently access IoT/smart 
home technologies and INTEGRATE then with existing technologies 



SIEMENS: A managed (by NineSigma) Open Innovation Gallery  

to bridge with the outside 

Source: NineSigma Europe 



Click to  

VIEW 
GALLERY 

HINTERGRUND 
Siemens Corporate Technology ist eine weltweit tätige Forschungs- und Entwicklungs-
einheit, die die Zukunft von Siemens aus technologischer und innovativer Sicht mit über 
1000 Forschungspartnerschaften pro Jahr sicherstellt. 

ABLAUF 
» Siemens sammelt  organisationsübergreifend 

technologischen Bedarf und Ideen. 

» NineSigma führt gezielte Suchstrategie durch.  

» Regelmäßige Telefonate zu aktuellen Metriken 

» NineSigma arbeitet mit Siemens zusammen, 
um das Engagement und den Input externer 
Lösungsanbieter zu sichern.  

BEDARF: 3D-Oberflächen 

ARM Architekturen 

Cloud Computing 

Wearable-Technologie 

BRANCHE: Engineering 

START DER GALERIE: August 2012 

FAKTEN 

DR. CRISTIAN HOMMA 

Technology & Innovation Management Group, 
Siemens Corporate Technology 

DR. STEPHEN CLULOW 

Senior Program Manager, 
NineSigma Europe 

https://ninesights.ninesigma.com/web/siemens-gallery
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(2) To build integration capability  
also means to master 

business model innovation  



Assumptions 

Knowledge 

  

Exploration  
(“the white space”) Exploitation 

The challenge: The more we move to the “white space” (= engage in 

exploration), the more we have to build and manage assumptions 

Source: M.W. Johnson: Seizing the White Space, 2010 61 
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The idea is to create an innovation system 

that allows firms to deal with assumptions 

about their future – and to create (and test) 

new business models as systematically  

as new products and services 



THE AACHEN BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION (BMI) APPROACH* 

(1) Iterative „Design Thinking“ approach: 
- Agile process with continuous iterations and strong 

user focus 
- Open, collaborative task in responsibility of every 

product manager  
- Early use of many BM prototypes (Primotypes) 
- BM Canvas as a communication tool: Ability to 

map BM alternatives  
- Intuitive approach, at the same time systematically 
- Today, often company-specific canvas 

 

* more information: bmi.rwth-aachen.de 



The Idea of the Business Model Canvas 

 To analyze the status quo, clarify the 
processes underlying them,  

 To overcome barriers (confusion and 
complexity) and to discover alternative 
business models, … 

 which then allows us to run “experiments” 
considering alternate combinations of the 
processes.  

 And this in an interactive process! 



(1) Iterative „Design Thinking“ approach: 
- Agile process with continuous iterations and strong 

user focus 
- Open, collaborative task in responsibility of every 

product manager  
- Early use of many BM prototypes (Primotypes) 
- BM Canvas as a communication tool: Ability to 

map BM alternatives  
- Intuitive approach, at the same time systematically 
- Today, often company-specific canvas 

 

(2) BM patterns for systematic search for new BM: 
- Successful BM are based on recurring patterns 
- Derivation of general and company specific libraries of 

BM patterns 
- Systematic problem solving based on TRIZ approach 

THE AACHEN BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION (BMI) APPROACH* 

* more information: bmi.rwth-aachen.de 



BM PATTERNS – INSPIRATION TO RETHINK THE BUSINESS MODEL 

In the world of business models, there is not much that 

is actually new – but many powerful adaptions! 

Patterns of business models can serve as an inspiration 

when innovations of business models are considered.  
 

E.g. Solution Provider: Deliver carefree package of 

comprehensive solution of integrated product and service 

offerings 

E.g. Experience Selling: Deliver emotional sensation apart from 

the functionality of the tangible product in saturated market 

 
 

 Recombine existing concepts to break outside of the 

box and generate ideas for new business models 

 

Building on: Gassmann & Frankenberger, Univ St Gallen, 2014 



In a recent project, we try to transfer these insights from Nespresso to a car sharing 

provider 

Car sharing finds great echo, but is still not 
profitable in all cases. 
 
Discuss all elements of business model to improve 
the model. 
 

„Car sharing is not accessible enough!“ 
 
 Discuss ‚Channel‘ and find new approaches to make it easily accessible.  



Start to build your company’s 
disruptive (mobility) business model  

pattern collection 



One more thing … 



We can see this competition also differently: 
 

An integrated,  
isolated product 

A service („App“) as part 
of an existing platform 

An ambitious and 
brave business 

experiment (from 
prototype or perish 

to deploy or die) 

 
   „Business as usual“      

 



We often make one BIG mistake  
when managing innovation: 



Innovation is not just ideas. 
 

(MIT Media Lab: Earlier: “demo or die” instead of 
„publish or perish“. Today: „deploy or die“) 



5 x 5 x 5 x 5 x 5 

5 Teams … with 5 members … do 5 

experiments each ... in not more than 5 

weeks … for max. €5000 per 

experiment 

 Read on: M. Schrage, The Innovator‘s Hypothesis, 2014 

A core ability of innovation is to experiment: Test and validate quickly 

your assumptions behind a (product, service, biz model) concept. 

 

Michael Schrage, MIT, suggest a simple formula: 



(1) Iterative „Design Thinking“ approach: 
- Agile process with continuous iterations and strong 

user focus 
- Open, collaborative task in responsibility of every 

product manager  
- Early use of many BM prototypes (Primotypes) 
- BM Canvas as a communication tool: Ability to 

map BM alternatives  
- Intuitive approach, at the same time systematically 
- Today, often company-specific canvas 

 

(2) BM patterns for systematic search for new BM: 
- Successful BM are based on recurring patterns 
- Derivation of general and company specific libraries of 

BM patterns 
- Systematic problem solving based on TRIZ approach 

(3) Rapid experimentation and validation in field 
- BMI means to develop alternatives – and to test 

assumptions 
- Ability to generate quick and cheap experiments (e.g., 

5x5x5x5x5 logic by Schrage) 
- Experimentation template 

THE AACHEN BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION (BMI) APPROACH* 

* more information: bmi.rwth-aachen.de 



How to implement this  
mentality in our company? 



                                                                                          

DAIMLER:  Spin off company 
Moovel -- after 3 year internal 
incubation as “business innovation 
idea lab”, reporting to CEO.  

Open, Design thinking approach. 
Lead function: Sales, IT 

Today: different location, 1200+ 
employees, very different culture.  
5 actives ventures 

SIEMENS:  Internal BizMo team (~15 
FTE) in Corporate Technology (CTO). 

Fully integrated into current processes 
and organization, “BMI from within”  

Internal consulting approach, how-
ever mandatory in many development 
projects. 

Strong focus on processes and 
templates, train the trainer. BM software 
development 

General Electric (GE): “Fast 
Works” Management 
innovation to change the 
corporation. Build on “Lean 
Startup” idea; driven by 
Industrial Internet (“Industrie 
4.0”) 

Shall become new basic 
management style. Trained 
60K persons 

 

There are different ideas in companies how to organize explorative activities 

(BMI) best: in a spin-off, as an consulting capability, as a state of mind 
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The “Fast Works” approach of GE is a bold attempt to implement a new 

management & decision making style to cope with Digital Disruption 



Managing disruption is not simple 



Luckily! 

Otherwise is could not become a 
competitive advantage 



+ A corporate mindset of balancing exploration and exploitation  

on both the level of the product and the organization 

+ Creating a strategy (and corresponding structure) for disruption:  

Either react (“option”) or proactively manage (“insurance”) disruption 

+ Digitalization demands the skill of orchestrating an open eco-system: 

Innovation co-development in distributed infrastructures – products are 

always in beta / the platform creates the solutions 

+ Supplementing stage-gate by agile, highly-iterative  

business model innovation processes: From idea management to 

experimentation and rapid validation: Prototyping, testing,  

and a design-thinking culture 

Conclusions: To deal with disruption, we need a new innovation system  



Our plattform for continuous interaction: 
The RWTH Aachen Invention Center 

http://www.invention-center.de 



 

RWTH Zertifikatskurs für 
Führungskräfte: 
Business Model Innovation 

 
5 Tage in zwei Teilen, plus 
unternehmensbezogene 
Projektarbeit 
 
Dieser Kurs ist auch als individueller Inhouse-Kurs  
zu flexiblen Terminen möglich! 

 

Zertifikatskurs „Business Modell Innovation“ 
 

Termine in 2016 unter bmi.rwth-aachen.de 
 

Learn more about the Business Model Innovation Approach 
(Executive Training in German language) 



 

Berufsbegleitender EMBA Studiengang an der RWTH Aachen und Univ. St. Gallen 
mit Fokus auf Innovation, Technologie und Leadership 
 

Start des 13. Durchgangs im Sept. 2016 | Studienleitung: Prof. Dr. Frank T. Piller 
emba.rwth-aachen.de 

 

A unique Executive MBA with a focus on innovation, technology,  
and managing disruptive change – offered by RWTH Aachen and 
Fraunhofer Academy 



Frank T. Piller, Prof. Dr.  
 
RWTH Aachen University  
 

TIME Research Area Technology, Innovation,  
Marketing & Entrepreneurship 
 

Kackertstrasse 7 | 52072 Aachen | Germany 
 

piller@time.rwth-aachen.de   
@masscustom (Skype, Twitter, Facebook) 
time.rwth-aachen.de/tim  |  frankpiller.com 

Expertly assisted by: Monika Heer,  
+49 (0)241 809-3577 | heer@time.rwth-aachen.de 

Contact industry alliances: Christian Gülpen 
+49 (0)241 809-6660 | guelpen@time.rwth-aachen.de 

Open for interaction 


